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College Receives Grant for Arts and Politics Dept.
By

Jeff Stevens

After two unsuccessful applications, Ken-yo- n
has been awarded a $450,000 grant from
the prestigious Henry Luce Foundation of
New York City.
The grant will be used to set up a Henry R.
Luce Professorship in Art and Politics here
at the college in the near future (depending
on search and hiring time). The grant will be
used to cover a Luce Professor's salary (competitive with those of other "distinguished
professors"), and to cover "other costs
associated with the program," according to
an official flyer published by the college. The
sum covers a five year period, after which
time the grant may be renewed for another
three years.
The Luce Professorships were instituted in
1969 to "encourage academic innovation by
integrating studies in the humanities, the
social sciences and related disciplines" (from
the flyer). Kenyon won the grant by submitting a proposal to the foundation, on the in

tegration of art and politics here by a temporary professor. This temporary professor
will be responsible for bringing "students and
faculty members together" (says the flyer) to
discuss issues relating to art and politics,
specifically those of "creativity and control"
such as "censorship and patronage," according to Provost Reed Browning. The professor would also teach courses on these sub-

jects.
Who this professor will be has not yet been
decided. A search committee, consisting of
both faculty and selected students and
chaired by Ronald A. Sharp of the English
Dept., is currently looking for someone to fill
the position. Professor Sharp says he is "excited by the oportunity to have someone of
distinction at Kenyon who will both teach
and continue his or her work" while on campus. The field has been narrowed down to
four candidates, each of which has an impressive and distiguished background. They
are:
Caroline Forche, a notable poet who is

Donor Establishes English Chair
An endowed professorship honoring poet
and critic John Crowe Ransom has been announced by Kenyon College President Philip
H. Jordan Jr. The new chair, to be occupied
by a distinguished member of the faculty in
Kenyon's English department, was revealed
at a ceremony commemorating the one hundredth anniversary of Ransom's birth.
The John Crowe Ransom Professorship in
English was funded by a gift of $1 million
from an anonymous donor. It recognizes the
man who came to Kenyon in 1937 as professor of poetry and became the founding
editor of the Kenyon Review, one of nation's
foremost literary magazines.
"Nothing could be more appropriate than
to honor the memory of John Crowe Ransom in this way," said Jordan. "He was a tru

remarkable teacher, as attested to by even
the briefest list of those who studied with
him, from Robert Lowell and Peter Taylor to
James Wright and E.L. Doctorow."
As a member of the group of Southern
writers known as the "Fugitives," and as one
of the leading proponents of the "New
Criticism," Ransom had a profound effect on
twentieth-century
American literature. He
was the author of several volumes of poetry,
including Poems about God and Two
Gentlemen in Bonds, and two books of
critical theory, The World's Body and The
ly

New Criticism.
Ransom retired from teaching and from
editing the Kenyon Review in 1958. he remained a resident of Gambier until his death
see RANSOM page eight

SEA Celebrates Celtic Spring
By Reid S. Carlberg

The Sacred Earth Alliance, Kenyon's
spirituality group, will be sponsoring Beltaine, and ancient Celtic fertility
festival, this weekend.
According to Scott P. Simpson, president
of the SEA, the purpose of the festival is to
celebrate spring, noting that it is situated
directly between the Spring Equinox and the
Summer Solstice.
"The whole point of Beltaine," Simpson
explained, "is to have heaps of fun and
Chaos and happiness."
Traditionally beginning at sundown on
April 30, it will actually start around 6:30
p.m., with a walk around the campus designed
earth-base- d

to sanctify the area.
Beltaine will consist of several other events
which will begin around 8:00 p.m., and take
place just on the other side of the Kokosing.
One of the first events is the naming of the
KingQueen of the May. As Simpson explained, this will be done by placing a token
in a cake eaten at the beginning of the night.
Whoever finds the token will then be alowed
to choose their royal partner, and then over-

see the festivities. While the word of the King
and Queen basically controls the event, they
generally declare dancing and other traditional festivities.
Several other of the events will focus
see BELTAINE page eight

currently an Adjunct Professor at Columbia
University's Graduate School of the Arts, as
well as the recipient of numerous awards for
poetry, including the Tennessee Williams
Fellowship in poetry. She has held teaching
residences at Vassar and the University of
Alaska among others. She has worked on
several books, many relating to Central
America, and was a correspondent in El
Salvador for National Public Radio a few
years ago.
The second candidate is Lewis Hyde. Currently the Director of Creative Writing at
Harvard, he has also taught at Tufts and the

University of Minnesota. He has written
several books, including "The Gift: Imagination and the Erotic Life of Property," a work
on "the place of creativity in a market
oriented society," (from the back cover). He
has worked with the Artist's Foundation in
Boston, and was an alcoholism counselor at
Harvard for four years. He has written many
essays; one, "The Labor of Gratitude," appeared in the Kenyon Review in 1980.
Another candidate is Hilton Kramer. Mr.
Kramer has taught at the University of Col- see

LUCE page eight

Kenyon, Mount Vernon
Share Resources
Mount Vernon school teachers may now
use the libraries at Kenyon College and enroll
in evening classes for credit at a reduced fee
under a broad plan for College and school
district cooperation.
In an effort to enrich the curriculum of
both systems by sharing resouces, Kenyon
President Philip H. Jordan Jr. and Mount
Vernon

School

District

Superintendent

David E. Olsen appointed a committee last
fall to explore joint ventures.
Olin
While opening the 300,000-volum- e
ahd Chalmers libraries to area educators is a
new initiative, teachers have always been
eligible to take classes at Kenyon, but the opportunity has not been well publicized. Many
have shied away from taking classes at the
liberal arts college because of the cost
$1,275 to take a course for credit as a
e
student. Because there has been no
local funding available for supplemental
courses for credit, many teachers simply
could not afford to attend.
Now, the College has agreed to offer
teachers courses for credit at the noncredit
course fee of $255. Olsen says the district
might also be able to provide some financial
aid for those who are interested.
"I think we would approve it under certain
circumstances, if it benefits their teaching in
a particular subject field," he said.
Both Jordan and Olsen noted the benefits
of a broad program of collaboration. "We
have in common the profession of teaching
and the practice of education, and we are in
that fundamental sense partners in an enterprise," said Jordan. "The great need for the
strengthening of education at all levels in this
country calls for authentic partnerships between colleges and schools."
Olsen said being able to use the private
libraries would give Mount Vernon teachers a
valuable resource they didn't have before.
"We're ecstatic about getting this kind of
overture," he said. "I'd like to see any kind of
barriers that exist between town and town
done away with."
part-tim-

Cooperation between the two systems is
not new. For the past four years, Mount Vernon High School students have participated
e
in Kenyon's
Articulation Procourses for
gram, which offers college-levKenyon credit to eligible students in their
students
own school. Currently, seventy-fiv- e
are enrolled in advanced art, computer,
English, French, history, and Latin classes.
Teachers in Mount Vernon, Gambier, and
also in Bladensburg and Danville have opened up their classrooms over the years to Kenyon student interns. Last December, thirty-tw- o
fifth graders from Dan Emmett Elementary School took a tour of the Hill and
Bolton theaters on campus, organized by
a 1988 Kenyon
Denise Miller Winter,
School-Colleg-

el

graduate.
"They loved it," says Dan Emmett principal, Sandy Chambers. "Throughout the experience, Denise talked about what a theater
major does so that the children came back
saying things like, 'When I go to college, I
want to do such and such.' That was my
hope," Chambers added.
Certainly, pricking the interest of area
students in higher education as one of the
results Jordan had in mind when he formed
the policy committee. "The practical outcome we hope for is that teachers will be supported in their work and continuing education, and that students and families will raise
their own aspirations for college. We would
like to see a higher proportion of our
neighbors seriously considering higher education and Kenyon," he said.
see

MOUNT VERNON page eight

Senate Results
The following students were elected (o the
Kenyon College Senate earlier this week:
Bill

O'Hearn

Margaret Tuttle
Dave Richards
Andy Mueller

OPINION

PAGE TWO

Thoughts on Community
From ihe first glance ai the college's propectus through the end of freshmen orientation, new inductees to Kenyon are fed on the concept of community": the small town,
the class sing, the "Freshman Forum" in the Bolton Theatre, all are part of building the
sense of community which is widely regarded as one of Kenyon's great strengths.
W e've noticed recently, however, just how tenuous that sense of community is. It appears in times of crisis, say, after the death of a student or a serious crime perpetrated in
our midst. When we feel traumatized, we band together but in our day to day existence we act as individuals merely living here, wanting primarily to be left alone.
g
of recent letters
The manifestations of this libertarianism are clear: the
to this newspaper, the polemic from all sides which substitutes for debate, and the
disregard for even community property, exemplified by such things as "STOUG" appearing everywhere. Watching Kenyon from the outside one seems to see a small and
friendly neighborhood. Watching Kenyon from the inside we see people far more concerned with what they can get out of Kenyon, or what they can get away with, than what
they can contribute.
In part this situation is exacerbated by Ihe lack of community gatherings sponsored
by the college. After the Freshman forums, we are never asked to sit down together.
Issues such as the possibility of objective teaching, the highs and lows of Kenyon social
invite have been left to be hashed out by inlife, the propriety of denim day or the
dividuals in letters to the editor. We have never sat down together to try to form consensus or try to engage in dialogue on any of these issues; instead we satisfy ourselves with
"position papers" from various ideological camps.
The potential for community here is great we feel that more must be made of those
very peculiarities which make Kenyon conducive to sharing. The place is small. Let us
use that to our advantage. Town meeting should be called on issues of contention, not
merely in times of crisis or fear. Let us sit and discuss gay rights, pedagogical concerns
or the prospect of a changing Greek system. We may air our views together, and come
to an understanding not only of what divides us, but of what binds us together.
Second, by virtue of our liberal arts heritage, we profess tolerance here. Let us utilize
that by introducing in a constructive and welcoming manner the ideas of all of our
members. This means that the labels of "radical" or "facist" or "iconoclast" or
"organization man" or "social critic" have no place here. We must consider the ideas
themselves not the personalities from which the ideal originated.
Lastly, we are a community geared towards academic adventure. This allows us the
freedom not only to explore ideas, but the unique and precious safety which allows us to
be "wrong". New things and new thoughts are safe here intransigence, intolerance and
intellectual stagnation are a horrible waste of the only truly free time we are likely to
ever find. We pay $15,000 to find refuge from a generally
world. To fail
to take advantage of our freedom is to waste both our money and our minds.
name-callin-

d-p-

hi

anti-intellectu-

al
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Rush: Within Senate Jurisdiction
To the Editor:

Of the several misconceptions and misleading or irrelevant arguments expressed in
Pieter Wernink's recent complaint about
Senate's having "bombarded
IFC
with
demands
to submit a
Rush
proposal", the view most urgently in need of
correction states that "the IC does not see the

...

Mid-Wint-

er

need for a
Rush. This, however,
was not sufficient for Senate, and they have
demanded a full
Rush Proposal
. . ." Mr. Wernink
apparently believes that
Mid-Wint-

er

Mid-Wint-

er

what is convenient for and reasonable to
fraternities ought to be sufficient for Senate.
He does not seem to have grasped that it is
Senate's responsibility to see to it that Rush is
conducted in such a way that it promotes the
interests and welfare of all students, not just
the members of fraternities.
Mr. Wernink would like the community to
believe that Senate is bullying the fraternities,
that it has rejected a perfectly reasonable
Rush proposal, sanctified by tradition, for no
apparent reason. The outcome of this point-se- e
RUSH page five
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THE READERS WRITE
The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. All submissions must be signed
typed, double spaced. The Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining
original intent of the submission.

a.--j

iht

Committee's Work Must Be Public
To the Editor:
Since this is the last serious and "thought
provoking" Collegian of the year, we would
like to bring up a major issue that neither the
College nor the Collegian has made any attempt to publicize to the community. The
issue is the formation of the committee on
student social life: a committee that very few
in the Kenyon community know about, and
even fewer understand its intentions and
goals. It is a committee established to look into all aspects of Kenyon social life, including:
housing, dining, fraternities and other social
groups.
It is not our intention to describe the purpose and goals of the committee, but rather
to focus on the serious and negative questions that this committee has raised against
fraternities. Such questions are as follows:
1. Do fraternities tend to abide by their
charters?
2. Does the Greek system threaten the well
being of
students?
3. Do Greek organizations contribute in
any way to tolerance of sexual harassment.
4. Maybe the best question is: "Whether
other Greek systems at comparable colleges,
promote goals of campus social life more effectively than ours does here."
Maybe the committee will discover the
freedoms and powers that fraternities have at
Denison and Wooster which have been suppressed and denied here.
We would like to make two points. First,
in order for such a committee to be effective,
it has to be known to the community. The
Senate report dated February 23, 1988 has
non-memb-

er

not been made public except to those on

stu- -

Parent Supports
Short's Stand
To the Editor:

Congratulations to Thomas Short. His
response to intellectual bullying by President
Jordan is clear evidence of citizenship in the
finest sense. With the sponsorship of the college administration, the GayStraight
Alliance demanded that Kenyon students accept the Gay viewpoint. When Delta Phi
threatened to satirize such high handed
political tactics, President Jordan became the
Gay advocates' enforcer. It takes courage to
face political things; I trust Professor Short's
students will not abandon him.
As Short points out, Delta Phi's satire was
appropriate. The GayStraight Alliances' attempt to portray their view of appropriate
sexual behavior as a civil rights issue is
without merit. In our free country, there are
any number of alternate views of society
recruiting adherents. There are the Klu Klux
Klan, the Methodist Church, the Communist
party, the Mormons, the drug
and so on. Each are asking that we accept
their particular view of life's values. This is as
it should be, the American political process.
Only the Gays have the audacity to demand
acceptance of their views as a civil rights
issue. As Professor Short asks in his letter to
the Kenyon Collegian; how is it that Gays are
exempted from critical judgment of their
sub-cultur-

e,

views.

To be tolerant of the views of the KKK
see

SHORT

page five

is

dent council which is NOT an effective
means of communicating to the community.
It has not appeared in the Collegian, maybe
due to the Collegian's focus on college problems and trying to cause them rather than trying to be an informative paper. Maybe the
committee's intention was never to be mentioned, except for a privileged few? No matter why so few people have been made aware
of the issue: the problem is that this is a
serious issue that must be related to the community in order for it to be effective. We
have read the Senate report and realize the
procedure for encompassing the: community, faculty, alumni, and student views into
this commission. However, is this enough?
We can only hope that the intentions and
questions of the committee can be publicized
in
so that we may not be caught
our response to these questions.
The second point we would like to addres;
concerns the fate of fraternities. Even though
this might be a misunderstanding due to ignorance, it seems very evident that this committee's view toward fraterniies, as developed
in their questions, is a possible basis for the
abolishment, or further curtailing, of libeoff-guar-d

that the fraternities enjoy. It is apparent
that some type of change will occur, as seen
by the mere formation of this committee. It is
also evident that some of the major questions
focused towards fraternities should raise
some concern to those members of the Greek
rties

system.
We are leaving Kenyon this year. We all
have worked very hard for the betterment of
the Greek system. We would hate to see any
problems result from the findings of the committee due to ignorance. To sum it up if
were a fraternity member coming to Kenyon
next year I would make damn sure that I was
familiar with the questions and policies that
this committee has put forward. This is a
serious situation which not many know
about. We can only hope that the whole community can become aware of these questions
and what issues and problems they address.
1

Sincerely
Don Dowd
David Paradise

Readers Offer
Discussion Topics
To the Editor:
Due to the extensive coverage given to such
issues as the
party, the question of
sororities, and the overall concern with student apathy at Kenyon, we feel that several
other important issues have been ovelooked.
The following is a brief sample of the subject
matter we feel the Collegian should explore in
D-P-

hi

depth.
1) The preponderance of "skate rats" and
the threat they pose to public safety.
2) The recent infrequency of chicken pot
pie at dinner.
3) And just what is in Paul Singer's bag?
We fervently trust that these and other important issues will no longer be neglected by
the Collegian in the future.

Respectfully submitted,
Keith A. Harris "91
Michael J. Pasnik '91

PERSPECTIVE
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Kenyon Students Emphasize Needed Diversity
By Jason Walker and John Lysaker

It

has

been

roughly two weeks since
"American Pictures" came to Kenyon. It was
an important element of 'Homelessness
Awareness Week'. If one were even marginally awake during the presentations, it would
be
that a primary concern of the
program was racism in America. It is to this
issue we wish to respond, but in a particular
way. The program was a powerful one.
Several persons left drained and upset. Unfortunately, all too often such experiences
dissolve across a few days of anxiety. The
program becomes little more than a compelling film. Yet the characters it revealed were
real human beings and the suffering and
death it spoke of were unfortunately, all too
real.
It is a mistake to paralyze one's self
through considering the problem of racism
(or any problem for that matter) only at a
global or national level. At such a level, a
problem is unmanageable and one is left with
a powerful, yet impotent reaction to a disturbing event. We must begin confronting the
problem at a level wherein we, as individuals
and as a community, are effective; i.e. at
Kenyon itself.
We at Kenyon aspire to a "liberal arts"
self-evide-

nt

t,
education, one
and
one which transcends the narrow
limits of specialization. The ideal grounding
a liberal arts education is ultimately the
maturation of more knowledgeable, and thus
better, world citizens. We find it
that our contemporary world is a racist one.
well-round-

world-relevan-

ed

self-evide-

nt

It follows that if we cor
;r ourselves
educated citizens of the world, our education
would include an awareness of the various
and all too subtle forms of racism which afflict our world. This culminates in uncovering our own racist tendencies as Denison is
currently doing in an unfortunate, yet
necessary, manner. Yet here a problem
emerges. One cannot educate anyone about
racism in a homogeneous community, let
alone bring about
on our own
self-reflecti-

on

racist tendencies. This is a simple fact. Would
anyone claim to understand Shakespeare
without
having read any of his plays
firsthand? Obviously not. Knowing this, let
us turn to the central problem at Kenyon:
how are we to increase minority presence on
campus in general, particularly
that of
blacks. It is the question of blacks at Kenyon
upon which we will concentrate.
"Before we present our own program of
action, let us make it clear that our goal is an
integrated community at Kenyon. Diversity,
in the end, is not enough. Personal and communal growth will not prosper in a polarized
community. There is a fine line between in-

tegration and separation. Integration
demands a community wherein each individual lives with and through his peers. We
see no reason why this can not be achieved at
Kenyon. With only fourteen black students
on campus now, there can be no doubt a
change is needed. According to Jon Tazewell
Asst. Director of Admissions and Director
of Minority Recruiting our problem is not a
dearth of minority scholarships. Our central
problem seems to lie in convincing black

Cohen Speaks on Middle East
By Helen Lee

What is happening in the Middle East?!
Who are the internal forces that are fighting
within Palestine and Israel and what are their
goals? How are the political representatives
of these groups negotiating amongst themselves as well as with other nations such as the
USSR and the US? These issues were in the
spotlight Thursday evening Apr. 21 in the
Biology Auditorium, and if the questions
sound like some posed in your own mind
then they were thoroughly addressed by
Prof. Mitch Cohen of City University of New
York in his speech "Peace in the Middle East:
Can We Get There from Here?" which was
sponsored by the Collegian and Hillel.
His discourse shed light on a great deal of
the specifics of Israel's and Palestine's present
conflict, but not without a chronology of oppressive events influential in the histories of
both these peoples, thus making clear the importance of land possession and historical
threats each state is sensitive to in the present
conflict. He also offered an outlook for the
near future in light of all these previous considerations.
Peace is not an issue for the Palestinian
Arabs. As Prof. Cohen described it, "The
P.L.O. has not initiated intelligent moves for
compromise." The P.L.O. is split between
extremist parties, just as the Israeli government is still divided due to the political
stalemate resulting from the 1984 election. A
situation as practical as "Koch and Jackson
running the U.S. government together." It
is "ironic" then that the Israeli government is
the "National Unity Government." Each
state seems to have quite a way to go before
"unity" becomes an actual condition. So
peace, as yet, is not a consideration, and as
such Cohen proposed "the situation has four
options: possible Northern Ireland in the
Middle East, or a miniature South Africa
(Palestinian Arabs without rights), or possibly an expulsion of the Palestinian Arabs in

one fell swoop, or lastly demilitarization of
occupied territories and gradual expulsion of
Palestinians." More peaceful solutions are
being presented as "Shultz and Peres have
advocated an international Peace Conference
as an umbrella for direct negotiations between Israel and Palestine, but some feel the
Soviet Union, China, and Palestine would
force a bad agreement on Israel."
The outlook for the near future is dictated
by the present: the PLO with "words aimed
at Western journalism and bullets aimed at
Israel" and Israel being blamed for the conflict. "Nothing can be done until American
and Israeli elections are decided in
December" and then not until the elected officials settle in by March or April, 1989, will
discussions of solutions even begin. But
Prof. Cohen finally did postulate a possible
resolution: "Israeli withdrawal with Peace
treaties from lands taken in 1967 with Palestinian efforts to sustain the treaties." The
situation is considered one of great complexity due to the historical events, religious importance of lands and present internal political conflicts within each party. It is a case of
an angry feud over territory with no clear
resolution in sight for another year, though
the PLO's violent tactics continue.

students that they should apply to Kenyon.
Implicitly, this means convincing them that
Kenyon is receptive to blacks, and minorities
in general, and capable of providing them
with an environment
conducive to their
academic and personal growth. This year
Kenyon received only 28 applications from
blacks, and this is a significant improvement
over previous years. Let us look at why
blacks might not find Kenyon an attractive
choice.
The primary reason is an obvious one: the
blatant absence of blacks at Kenyon. This
compounds a problem Kenyon has always
had: competition for all students against
Eastern liberal arts colleges like Amherst,
Wesleyan, and Tufts. If a minority student is
choosing between a highly competitive college with a significant minority population
and Kenyon, the choice most likely will not

After many tedious months of consultation with students, faculty and community
members, the Board of Trustees of Franklin
and Marshall College in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, have voted to withdraw recognition
and support from all the college's greek
organizations.
On March

25, the faculty,

after much

to the
to essentially oust the college's
fraternities and sororities from the campus.

debate voted
Trustees

84 to 11, recommending

male-oriente-

Conference Defines Masculinity
sometimes falls into and sometimes falls out

Brad Koogler
On the weekend of April
Oberlin
College sponsored
a Men's Conference.
While most of you were traipsing around
campus ensconsed in familial bliss, I was
timorously ferreting out discussion on some
rather fascinating (I think) but potentially
15-1-

disconcerting

issues

7,

involving

men-masculi-

nity,

the male role in society, male
sexuality, how men relate to women, how
men relate to other men.
The members of the Men's Conference
Committee provided an appropriate setting
in which to discuss these and related issues and
an atmosphere conducive to addressing the
concerns of certain groups of men e.g. Gay
men, Men of Color men who fall outside of
the traditional viewpoint of the white,
heterosexual, middle class male which
dominates the popular literature of the Men's
Movement. Historically, the concerns of these
particular groups have been ignored, denied,
and patronized by those holding the traditional viewpoint. The goals of the planners
were to enhance communication of ideas and
feelings (gulp) amongst men, to redefine
men's roles in society, to create a setting in
which all men's experiences are acknowledged and accepted, and thus to broaden the
definition of what is the "Male Experience".
Allow me to apply the dialogue I engaged
in throughout the conference weekend to the
men of Kenyon. Working within a traditional
framework of what is perceived as masculine
(and to ensure a large reading audience) I will
begin with the Greek system. Each fraternity
is described, both within and without the
Greek system, in different terms of masculinity as it applies to a typical image associated
with that fraternity as ascribed to an average
member -t- he Betas are different from the
etc.
Dekes are different from the
Given the stereotype of a typical fraternity or
fraternity setting (the movie Animal House
comes to mind by the way, stereotypes are
never meant to be flattering), each fraternity
Phi-Kap- s,

F&M Trustees Oust Frats
By John Douglass

be a difficult one. It is logical that as we begin
beadi
to increase the presence of blacks at Kenyon
on all levels (students, faculty, administration) the problems of attracting black
students will inversely decrease.
The problem is intensified for black
women. Kenyon is a difficult place for
women in general. For our four black
women, it is close to unbearable. While black
men at Kenyon have potential support
groups in fraternities, black women do not
have any group which can speak specifically
to their needs. It is even more difficult for
black women to integrate into a highly
d
homogenous,
white
culture
than it is for black men, and this extends well
beyond Gambier. While black men have
begun to penetrate our culture's racist barriers, we cannot say the same for black
see INTEGRATING page eight

Then, on April 13, at their annual retreat
at the Chauncey Center near Princeton, New
Jersey, the Board of Trustees voted unanimously, on the first ballot, to derecognize the
Greek chapters.
Although this action, in the eyes of the
faculty, board of trustees and community
was seen as advantageous to the college,
there has been great outcry from the fraternities, among others. One high "official at F &
M feared disruption of some campus events
by members of some fraternities in the near
future. At press time, this was yet to be seen.

of the stereotype. The same thing can be applied to individual members of a particular
fraternity in respects to the stereotype of a
man from that fraternity.
What I'm getting to is that there are, within
a particular fraternity, a wide range of acceptable masculine behavior, or better yet, a
wide range of masculinities. From a particular fraternity then we move the analogy
into the context of the Greek system where
we find a range of masculinities displayed
s
are different from
throughout the
Psi-U-

etc.
the Delts are different from the
Within the even larger context of the College
there exist the independents whose masculinity (as a stereotype) is defined in terms of the
stereotype of a "typical" fraternity member
with the result being that independents are
viewed as being less masculine than fraternity
members both by those within the Greek system and those without.
D-Ph- is,

The problem arises when people make value

judgments, moral judgments, and power
decisions on the basis of what is masculine
when there are really many different kinds of
masculinities (e. g. Professor Short's conas "wimps" forces
demnation of the
them to prove to the campus and to Prof.
Short and to themselves that they are
masculine and manly as prescribed by Prof.
Short), each of which is equally valid as a
male experience and each of which is
threatened by the narrowness of the traditional (archaic) stereotype of what is mascuD-Ph-

is

linity.
Now within both groups of men are particular subgroups (numerically speaking only) whose voices have been unacknowledged,
rejected, and scorned (this article being a
prime example until now) the voices of Gay
men, Jewish men, Men of Color (this term
applies to Blacks, Native Americans,
etc.), and I am afraid I must
leave it to you to apply the broadening process to include these groups of men into what
the "Male Experience" is.
I am Gay and I am a man; I choose neither.
To invalidate my Gayness because I am a
man is sexist, and to invalidate my manhood
because I am Gay is elitist (heterocentric),
homophobic, and (by my definitions of what
it means to be a man, of there being many
masculinities instead of a masculinity, and of
what it means to acquire knowledge) ignorant. My idelogy aligns itself with that of the
Men's Movement and all previousongoing
movements of social change (the Civil Rights
Movement, the Feminist Movement, and the
Homophile Movement); this ideology being
one which, in its simple form, challenges
assumptions concerning and enhances understanding of what it means to be human.
Asian-American-

s,
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Praying Mantis: Perfect End to Season
By David A Schwartz
Ending the season on a high note last
weekend, The Kenyon College Drama Club
y
presented the
Praying Mantis. The entire production showed off the
strength of the dramatic scene at Kenyon
College. Director Harlene Marly did a
wonderful job of adapting this play for the
Kenyon stage. Among the many strong performances in the production, Amanda Foster
grabbed the spotlight as one of the crazy old
spinsters. Foster had some of the best one
liners of the evening. This was especially true
with the unforgettable entrance and line "su
casa e mi casa." Sophomore Meg Pazack was
perfectly cast as the second spinster. Her timing and evilness was a great addition to the
production. Junior Laura Mills also turned in
drama-myster-

quite strong performance as the third sister
who is the one on the lookout for a husband.
Martin Dockerty chalked up a second great
performance of the year as Juan the bachelor
who gets caught up in the web of mystery
that surrounds the house of sisters and the
praying mantis. Both Dockerty and Mills
were challenged into making their parts
believable as their characters were the least
stereotypical of the cast. Chad Taylor was
hysterical as the old father. Unfortunately
Taylor's part was limited only to the second
act. Finally the praying mantis was perhaps
the best animalhuman imitation ever performed at Kenyon. Evan Harris was good
as the unseen part even though he had
to eat 10 cats during the course of the run of
the play.
The play was a bold attempt at a comic- -

EDAW Schedules Fearless Friday
Eating disorders aid organizations worldwide have designated April 24 through 30 as
Eating Disorders Awareness week. EDAW is

public to recognize the
and physical health implications of both Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia
Nervosa in order to promote public understanding towards the disease, their prevention, warning signs, and appropriate treatment programs. Other purposes of EDAW
are to encourage awareness of healthy attitudes in respect to both mind and body and
asking

the

psychological

to challenge cultural attitudes regarding thinness, perfection, achievement, and expression of emotion which are all contributors to
eating disorders. Throughout the week in
Columbus and several other international
locations, a series of forums, films and
discussions sponsored by EDAW have taken
place. On Friday, April 29, the Columbus
chapter of EDAW has asked that the
residents of Gambier participate in Fearless
Friday, a day of
enjoyable
meals, and moderate exercise.
non-dietin-

g,

Continuum to Perform at Kenyon
The Continuum Chamber Ensemble, an
internationally renowned group based in
New York City, will present a concert at Kenyon College on Friday, April 29, at 8:00 p.m.
in Rosse Hall.
The group's name embodies the philosophy that new and old music form an unbroken tradition. Winner of the prestigious
Siemens international prize for distinguished
service to music, Continuum strives to expand the audience for twentieth-centur- y
music. The group recently celebrated its
twentieth year of performances.
Continuum has performed throughout the
United States and abroad, including appearances at the Kennedy Center, the Library
of Congress, and at colleges and community
series concerts in thirty-si- x
states and Puerto
Rico. Continuum events have been broadcast
over CBS-TNational Public Radio, and
Voice of America, as well as over several
educational television stations and European
networks. The group's recordings appear on
V,
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the Advance, Musical Heritage Society, and
Nonesuch labels.
The concert is presented by Kenyon's
Department of Music as the last in the series
of George Gund Concerts. It is made possible
in part by a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts.
The concert is free and open to the public.

Seen Review

Woolf. All of the elements were presented:
the games, the mysteries, the fantasies, the
sexual tension and the comic relief. The
characters of the three sisters are comparable

well-know- n

literary journal published at the College. A friend of the poet Robert
Frost, Ransom came to Kenyon from Vander-bil- t
University in 1937 to become professor
of poetry.
internationally-rea-
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Patton, "Light of the World" from
Godspell, A Scene from The
Foreigner, a Monologue prformed by
Paul Schnee, and the Fools on the Hill.
Tickets are $2.00 in advance with
ID, $3.00 to the public and for
students at the door.
and buttons are also being sold to raise money
for AIDS Research. ALL of the profits
are going towards AIDS Research. The
Review begins at 10 p.m. and the
seating is general admission.
T-shi- rts

Kenyon Chamber Ensemble to
The Kenyon College Department of Music
student chamber music concert
on Thursday, April 28, at 8:00 p.m. in the
Bemis Music Room. Bemis is located on the
second floor of Peirce Hall.
The student chamber ensemble will perform works by Bach, Bartok, Mozart,
Schubert, and Vivaldi. The group is directed
by Adrienne Rubenstein, an adjunct instructor of music at Kenyon.
Performers include Raphael Biran, a
freshman from New York City; Kenneth M.
Burgomaster, a freshman from Indianapolis,
Indiana; Frank A. Ciraci, a senior from
Louisville, Ohio; M. Katharine Huggin, a
junior from New York City; Camille A.
LaCroix, a freshman from Boise, Idaho; G.
Stephen McCrocklin, a senior from
Kentucky; and Ronald E. McLaren,

Ransom also organized the Kenyon School
of English, which during its existence from
1948 to 1950 drew such respected and influential instructors as Cleanth Brooks,
Robert Lowell (a 1940 graduate of the College), and Robert Penn Warren.
The celebration will include readings of the
poet's works by members of the Kenyon
English department faculty.
The public is invited to attend free of
charge.

Hyde to Discuss
Enchantment
Professor Lewis Hyde will present a lecture
to the Kenyon community on Thursday, May
5, at 8:30 p.m. in the Biology Auditorium
(reception to follow in Bio. Aud.). Professor
Hyde is Director of the Creative Writing Program at Harvard. He is a poet of international renown," a published translator of
Spanish poetry, and, most recently, author
of the widely influential book The Gift: Imagination and The Erotic Life Of Property.
In this work Professor Hyde discloses, from
a

cross-cultur-

perspective,
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the creative process and acts of
gift exchange. Professor Hyde has lectured at
Kenyon to rave reviews before. He will speak
on tricksters and enchantment in culture and
literature. He is a candidate for Kenyon's
distinguished Luce Professorship in Art and
Politics.
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College.
The ensemble will be assisted by Constance
Barrett, an adjunct instructor of cello, and
by Micah D. Rubenstein, pianist and an assistant professor of music.
The concert is free and open to the public.
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an associate professor of philosophy

will present a
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to the George and Martha parts in Woolf and
the part of Juan to the parts of Nick and
Honey.
The set, designed by Kim Menster, gave
the impression of the mansion with the deep
dark secrets. Menster and Technical Director
Chris LaBudde .should also be commended
for whipping together the set under many
adverse circumstances. Lights, designed by
Dave Starr, also added to the uneasiness of
the plot of the play. From the look of the audience at the end of the production, Director
Harlene Marley should be proud of the
wonderful job that the cast and crew did.
This was the perfect way to end the season
just as Who's afraid of Virginia Woolf was
the best way to begin.

Kenyon Celebrates Ransom's 100th
A John Crowe Ransom Centenary Birthday Celebration will be held at Keyon College
on Thursday, April 28, from 11:10 a.m. to
noon in Peirce Lounge.
The
poet and critic was one of
the founders of the Kenyon Review, an

"The Seen Review '88, The AIDS
Benefit" is going to hit Kenyon tomorrow night in the Bolton theater with
over HO cast members performing a
total of 17 acts. Among the highlights
of the evening will be the
DEBATE, The Deans Skit,
performances by The Owl Creeks, The
Chasers, The Kokosingers, The Generics, The Jazz Ensemble, Dances choreographed by Dez Davis and Maggie

mystery. This play was almost the Argentinean version of Who is afraid of Virginia
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Letters Continued
Rush
canlinned

from page two
less behavior, he asserts, has been to put the
1FC into the uncomfortable
position of
.rearing
a Rush proposal that it finds
jistasteful and unworkable.
Senate has not been behaving irrationally,
fhe truth is that Senate has serious doubts
It is concerned that
about Fall Rush.
reshmen are forced to make the decision to
oin a fraternity or to be an independent
?efore they have become fully acclimated to
.ampus life and before they are able to make
Senate is concerned
in informed choice.

polity Letter

about freshman inattentiveness in classes and
poor academic performance during Rush. It
believes that many freshmen get off to a bad
start when Rush begins two weeks after the
start of classes. To lengthen Rush by a week,
as 1FC proposes, will only exacerbate the
problem. Some Senators are also concerned
about the inordinately long pledge period
brought about by Fall rush; they see no need
for pledging to last approximately six months.
The experiences of the past seventeen years
may have convinced IFC that "Fall Rush suits
Kenyon best", but for many of the faculty the
suspicion is that Fall Rush only suits the
fraternities best.

Short

continued from pane two
no virtue. Don't panic if you feel an attack of
a
coming on, it's all right to have
a viseral distaste of their views. Good citizens
must respond when they feel that values they
prize are threatened. It's been 2,500. years
since the Gay viewpoint last triumphed, the
society of the Dorian Greeks. Homosexuality
was destructive of family values then and
there is no reason to assume it would not be
destructive of family values now. You need
not be tolerant of views of sexual behavior
that are destructive of family values. Rather,
you have the civic duty to repudiate such
views. In this country we get the society we
deserve; there are no
you're all
involved.
KKK-phobi-

by-stande-

Sincerely,
Charles A. Piano

Supports Jordan
note: The following is a letter that
circulated among the faculty and ad
ministrators last week. The total number of
natures collected was 107. Those letters
ere given to President Jordan. The Col- ;gian received this letter from Cathy Rennert
ho is assistant to the President
for equal op

portunity.

ar President Jordan:
We applaud your firm public stand con- lemning the recent manifestation of in- Merance arising from homophobia, and
our commitment to a program of education
3 combat such intolerance. We believe the
."ollege has both a moral and educational
bligation to fight all forms of prejudice, and
) create a climate in which human
dif-;renc-

es

are accepted and appreciated.

Quote of the Week

rs,

Jerry K. Fisher
Kenyon Parent

Editor's
as

Schedule for summer send off:
1:00 The Nerds
classic rock cover
band from New Jersey
3:00 The Way Outs
4:00 Fred Zeppelin and Sad Co.
5:00 Decline of Civic Humanism
6:00 The Mojo Hand
7:00 Chinafrica
reggae band
8:30 Culture reggae band
There will be no alcohol permitted at
summer send off.
There will be no parties allowed until
after 10:00 p.m.

Donald Rothberg

Give

On Leave

college, n. school, academy,

a hoot.

Don't pollute.

Roget's Thesaurus

To the Editor:
As many of you know, I will be on leave
for the next year. I plan to be based in the
Berkeley, California area, and invite you to
stay in touch (even to ask for letters of
recommendation). I can be reached either by
getting my address andor phone number
from Pat Bosch or Nancy Davis, Ascension
secretaries, or by contacting Frederick and
Rothberg, 1020 Garfield Drive,
Petaluma, California 94952,
K-L- ee

707-762-036- 9.

I

wish you all a good next year.

Sincerely,
Donald Rothberg
Assistant Professor of Philosophy

univer-

... see PARTY
fraternity, n. brotherhood,
fellowship, club, ... see PARTY

sity

Short Doubts Social Contract
To the Editor:

Congressional

Grove
attention, since last I
brought joy and understanding to your loyal
readership, that on the infamous Denim Day
at last one bedenimed instructor berated her
denimless class for their denimlessness. That
is a perfect example of what I meant by the
special vulnerability of students, whose right
to keep their opinions on controversial matters to themselves ought to be protected.
Your correspondent of last week, criticisIt has come to my

ing my views, seems unaware

that recent

City

action,

in

decision,

response

to the

makes

the

publicprivate

in
problematic
distinction
ways germane to the present issue. But in any
case, do we really want Kenyon to maintain a
lower standard of free speech than law requires at state universities? Nor can I believe
there is a "social contract" requiring Kenyon
students either not to criticize the GSA or to
seek tutelage from them if they do.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas Short

FILMS

African Queen
he African Queen. Directed by

John Juston.
Hepburn.

;arring Humphrey Bogart and Kate
951. 103 minutes. NR

--

Heavy Metal

Marathon Man. Directed by John Schlesinger.
Starring Dustin Hoffman and Roy Scheider.

Heavy Metal. Directed by Gerald Potterton.
Screenplay by Dan Goldberg and Glen Blum.
Music by Elmer Benstein. Rated R. 1981.

1976. 125 minutes.

Charlie Allnut (Bogie) is your archetypical
His only tnougnts aooaru mc
yawl,
African Queen," his
floozies of
re of bottles of gin and beer-ha:ays gone past. The last thing he needs or
iants is a social conscience.
ver-rat.

mail-deliveri-

Marathon Man

ng

ll

Rated R.

Who is "The White Angel"? For some it is
the guardian up above who protects them
from harm. For others, it is the newest comic
book hero, and unfortunately for others, it is
back home
the weird
who makes even weirder,
noises from his house at three in the morning. However, in the film Marathon Man,
"The White Angel" is the pseudonym for the
prowling the
fugitive Nazi
streets of New York City.
Enter graduate student Dustin Hoffman, an innocent in the world of evil. How
does he fit in with "The White Angel"? He
doesn't, but his brother, played by Roy
Scheider, does. Scheider is an agent for a
CIA-typ- e
organization who has been tracksince he left South
ing down the
America. Unfortunately for Hoffman, the
White Angel's men get the brothers mixed up
upon
and attempt to kill him. Double-cros- s
betrayal, the plot breeds paranoia, leaving
the audience trusting no one.
Crammed with a cast of experts, including
Olivier as "The White Angel," Marathon
Man is a film with a punch. Hoffman's
magnanimous performance almost makes
one forget the sorrowful one he gave in
Agatha. Don't waste your time, jog on over
next-door-neighb- or

pig-squeali- ng

Rose Sayer (Hepburn) is your archetypical
hissionary. A woman with a purpose, Sayer
eeks to better the women and children in
914 Africa. There's only one thing stopping
er, the German gunboat "Louisa." Sayer
ssumes all is lost until she bumps into Allnut
nd his rickety sloop. Somehow Sayer
Allnut that it is in his own best interest
sink the "Louisa," and together the
kfrican
start out on the long
con-inc-

es

odd-coup- le

oyage

to adventure.

war-crimin-

war-crimin-

The African Queen shot entirely upon
pcation, is a winsome film that gave Bogart
onlv Oscar, though he was deemed
ever since his sincere per- seriocomic Swing Your
in
the
)rmance
adv. HeDburn, doomed to playing the jolly
binster since she hit 40, has a gas playing the
rotchety Sayer. This is arguably her second
s
est work ever, topped only by the rambunc-oua
For
Marry.
to
Wants
Mrs. Dellafield
Oscar-materia- l"

i!e

of wanderlust and happy endings, take a
The African Queen this
Mario Oliverio, II

:ip on
eekend.

al

al

to see Marathon Man
Olivier o, II

this week.

Mario

Bringing Up Baby

Heavy Metal is an animated film based on
the adult illustrated fantasy magazine of the
same name. The film centers around a mystical force which travels through the universe
and ends up on earth to tell about the evils of
the universe. While animated, this is not your
average cartoon. The film is humorous, dealing with adult themes and situations. The
idea of robot sex was somehow passed over
by Bugs Bunny but not by Heavy Metal.

What this film may lack in plot it more
than makes up for in captivating intensity
and brilliant animation. The soundtrack,
featuring Sammy Hagar, Devo and the
is one of the best rock and roll soundtracks
ever made. The opening sequence, to the
tune of Hagar's Heavy Metal, of a 1964 Corvette landing on the earth is arguably the best
combination of animation and music ever.
All the stories, though loosely connected,
hold the audience's interest throughout the
film.
B-5- 2s

There is one warning, however. This film is
not for the meek or easily offended. For
those who want to see something fantastic,
something wild, make time this weekend for
Heavy Metal. Mike Mullen

Bringing Up Baby. Directed by Howard
Hawks. Starring Cary Grant and Katherine
Hepburn. 102 minutes. 1938. NR.
Ah, the time of the Screwball comedy. It
was a genre the likes of which Hollywood
hasn't seen since the late thirties.
In 1938 Director Howard Hawks set out to
make the quintessential screwball comedy
and succeeded beyond his wildest visions. Using a madcap heiress (Hepburn), a nerdy anthropologist (Grant), a missing dinosaur
bone and a tamed leopard named "Baby,"
Hawks threw in everything but the body of
his dead wife Eloise.
Bringing Up Baby is a comical movie that
really does not possess any rhyme or reason.
The story basically deals with the struggles of
Grant and Hepburn and their merry interactions with equally unbelievable acquaintances. The movie is simply a comedy that
achieves its goals through unusual actions
and strange situations. Bringing Up Baby
possesses various merits that make the movie
worth one's time. In fact, Grant and Hepburn act very well in their adventures that are
far beyond words to describe. Brian M.
Lexvold

Chaser's Spring Concert
Sunday, May 1 at 7:00 p.m.
Rosse Hall

OrkJIlllJ
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Sluggers Slaughter Foes, Look to Set School Record
The Kenyon baseball team continued to
dominate last week, scoring forty-si- x runs on
sixty-si- x
hits on their way to a five and one
week. They have won ten out of their last
twelve, bringing their record to ten and fifteen as they move closer to breaking the
school's record of thirteen victories in one
season.
The Lords began the week by taking two at
the expense of the University of Stubenville,
0
Kevin Martin and Dave Adams
and
shutout in the first
combined for a two-hi- t
game, as Jim Bush and Rich Martin, the
Lords one and two batters led the offense.
Bush went two for three with a walk, an
RBI, and three stolen bases, while Martin
homered to lead off the fifth. One out later,
Chris Wasson followed with a home run of
his own, to round out the scoring. Freshman
g
RBI
Josh Webber collected the
in the first with a bases loaded single to bring
in Bush and Martin, who had started the
game with a hit and a walk.
In the second game, Kenyon banged out
thirteen hits, five of which came from the
bats of Bush and Martin, who again were the
heroes of the game. With the game tied five
single,
all in the eighth, Bush lined a two-oand after stealing second, came around to
score on Martin's game winning RBI single.
Dave Adams held Stubenville scoreless over
the last two innings for the victory.
6--

5--

5.

game-winnin-

ut

forty-seve-

9--

8,

x.

7--

5,

11--

In what seemed like deja vu for the Lords,
they came out on the winning end of a 6
overtime game against Michigan State in East
Lansing on Saturday. Kenyon had lost 6 in
e
game to Notre Dame three
a
weekends ago.
As the Lords walked onto the field, they
were met with speakers blaring "Start Me
Up" and the Spartans were jawing and woof-in- g
to no end. But after Jeff Alpaugh, the
junior, scored his overtime goal
d
(a
shot, ironically), the Lords
were singing to the tune of "You Can't
Always Get What You Want" to the sardonic
7--

7--

double-overtim-

left-hand-

ed

right-hande-

Spartans.
The mood of the team after the struggle
was one of elation and relief. "It was great
that the team coped under pressure and we
needed it badly," said Rich Ginsburg, who
had three assists on the day.
AlHad he not scored the
game-winne-

r,

paugh would still have been considered a
key player in the game, particularly in the
third quarter, where he and the rest of the
attack dominated the ground balls and held
posession for most of the third period. The
stats showed his total as six, but he probably
had that in the second half alone.
However, he modestly deflected credit to
others, most notable his brother Chris and
Pat Madden, who is definitely back in his old
form. "Chris Alpaugh played another incredible game. He came up with some big
saves in the fourth quarter, when we really
needed it." In fact, he was under constant
pressure the last six minutes and made saves
at point blank range. "The return of Pat
Madden on attack . . . has helped out offense
tremendously," said Alpaugh, after watching
Madden score three times on Saturday. He
added one assist for a total of four points.
The opening of the game saw a scoring
blitz, with Kenyon jumping out on top by
scoring a minute into the game. However, the
Spartans came right back with a goal of their
own just :30 seconds later. After the score
was tied at two only five minutes into the

--

d:e-th-

game, there was some cause of worry on the
part of the Lords.
They were
on picking up
ground balls and their transition into defense
was not organized, something that came to
the attention of coach Dave Burday: "On our
transition defense, we didn't have it together
early on. But it was a simple matter of communication. Later on, we got it together."
The Lords did get it together by halftime, as
they held onto a 4 lead, thanks to an efficient offense, and a defense that let up only
two goals the rest of the half.
If the game had ended up as a 4 triumph
for the Lords, (they scored early on in the
third quarter) then everyone would have
pointed out the third quarter as the turning
point in the contest. The Lords held the ball
for much of the quarter, thanks in part to
their own riding team. and the ineptitude of
the Spartans to clear the ball out of ther own
out-hustl-

ed

5--

6--

end.
However, it was unfortunate that the game
was not decided after the fourth quarter. As
long as the Lords seemed to have the ball in
the third quarter, it appeared as though the
Spartans owned the ball the last three
minutes of regulation, where they scored two
goals to tie it. Pete Sanborn attributed the
sudden turn of events as a "mental lapse on
everybody's part." But the tie score at the end
of regulation led to the heroics on the part of

Jeff Alpaugh.
Not to be lost in the result is the fact that
the Lords gained possession off the play of
Andy Stearns, who, despite going 7 on
faceoffs, slowed Michigan State's fast break
opportunities during the entire second half.
On the opening faceoff of the overtime session, the ball was knocked out off Michigan
State, due to the hustle of the faceoff team.
I was told that this was the last report for
The Collegian this year. With that in mind, it
is necessary to point out three members that
2--

will not be with us next year. Seniors

Jim
Bancroft and Dave Sobel are the only
graduating members of the team. Both have
contributed to the team a lot this year.
see MEN'S LAX page eight

e

pre-gam-

.

respectively.

The Lords are looking foreward to this
next week as they begin by playing Columbus
State on Wednesday, who they handily beat
two weeks ago to begin their winning ways.

ing

c:-talk-

.

Columbus State, Kenyon plays
Allegheny at home, a series that means more
than just a chance to break the school record
to the players.
Last year, Allegheny tried to embarrass
Kenyon by making them wait out a rain
delayed game in the hope that the Lords
would forfeit. With the field in terrible condition, after a full night of rain, Allegheny's
coach refused to call the game, and instead
waited for over two hours, hoping that Ken
After

d

ir,

--

:

a

wit

Strokers Falter in Crucial Match

5.

"Southpaugh" Stops Spartan Music
By Chris Munster

yon would choose to forfeit the game
early, since they had a four hour
home ahead. But Coach Kindbom
an
team after waiting two hours, and ha; se;
e
warmup, to
team begin its
tiv
Allegheny that the Lords were ready to;;,
even if the field was not. After seeb dh
Lords on the field, the Allegheny coach .; we
C(
ed the game off.
While Kenyon may have "won" thai :; le:
within a game, by not forfeiting, it v
bi
T
take more than that to satisfy the p!a
thirst for revenge. As Senior Bruce Szab:: h
se
it, "This year we're going into these
softly, but carrying big sticks"!
players intend to show Allegheny how to
with class.
However, most players agree that r the
would be satisfied with a split a:; do
coi
Allegheny, who are second in theconfe:e-anMi
who sport the two best pitchers
the
league. But, if Kenyon wins both e
against Columbus State on Wednesday soi
W;
split against Allegheny would breal
chf
school record for victories in a season,
ra
would
there isn't a team who the Lords
pe
beat to set the record.

three for four, making him nine for eleven
for the weekend, raising his average over
.340. Bush also had three hits and scored
four runs, as Keller again had three RBI's,
giving him thirteen for the week.
Senior Pete Harper and Webber, who began the season battling each other for the
right field job, both got a chance to play due
injury.
to Captain Nick Riggs' season-endin- g
Both enjoyed a good week, as they went
seven for fifteen and seven for nineteen,

ave

Kenyon travelled to Case Western Reserve
over the weekend, and came away with three
wins in four games. Solid defense and hitting
were the keys, as the Lords made only five ern
rors all weekend and hammered out
hits.
scoring once
They won the first game
in the seventh as Martin for the second time
in as many games drove in Bush from second
for the game winner. Tim Keller was the real
star of this game, however, driving in three
runs on two hits, scoring two runs, and pitching the last two and two thirds innings for
the victory.
In the second game, Matt Rosenberger pitched a five hitter, allowing only two runs over
seven innings, while striking out four. His
Ofteam high total now stands at thirty-sifensively, the team exploded for ten runs on
fifteen hits, including three home runs.
Rich Martin picked up his third game winning RBI in three games with a one out
homer in the fifth to break a two all tie. The
flood gates opened up after that, as Kenyon
scored seven more times over the next three
innings, highlighted by Chris Toomey's lead-of- f
homer in the sixth, and Jason Bertsch's
two-ru- n
shot in the seventh.
On Sunday, after losing the third game of
the series
the Lords came back to clobber
Jon Wright started and
Case Western
picked up the milestone tenth victory for the
Lords. Kenyon again had fifteen hits, scoring
in every inning but the sixth. Toomey went

a-le-

By John Severin

che

the

Doyle (83, 88) and senior Joe FiedorfS.y
The Lords' namesake did not seem to be
their side for the tournament. For earr:
while leaving the 10th green, Alcorn
struck in the head by Doyle's errant
shot. Referring to his poor play, Dovle?
claimed; "and to top it all off, I hit Matt
:1
my
ball!" Alcorn was shaken up,':,
able to continue, merely thankful the bal
him in a soft spot.

By Craig Meese
Last Sunday and Monday, the golf team
was playing to keep its shot at a national
tournament bid alive. The two day tournament was hosted by Wittenberg, with the
golfers battling Reid Park on Sunday, then
moving up to Northwood Country Club on

5--

Monday. Unfortunately, the Lords could not
continue their record setting play of previous
weeks, and their hopes of receiving a national
tournament bid sunk along with their golf

:

;he

oui
.
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c
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G
:on

Lor
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The team faced adverse conditions of': 1
well as on the course. Fiedor, distracted :. not
poor Pittsburgh Steeler's draft, comply har
he "couldn't soft shoe the greens like he
mo
shoes the dance floor." Also, the team :he
without cable T.V., and Alcorn, a F': mu
Flinstone fanatic, was unable to catch ah
favorite fatman in the motel. And on the s ;he

balls.
But despite the disappointing results, there
were some impressive performances turned
in. Andy Art, freshman extrordinaire,
total of 159 (79,80), as did
managed a
senior leader Tom Lah (78, 81). Other Lords
competing were freshmen Alex Hinrichs (84,
82) and Matt Alcorn (80, 81), junior John

l
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Lords and Ladies of the Week

F

Baseball
Senior Jim Bush had
hits for the week. Bush raised his average to .315 as the
won 5 out of 6 games on the week.
1

1

Lord'

tel
sho

tnei

Golf
Freshman Andrew Art turned
burg Invitational.

in scores

of 80 and 79

crit

in pacing

the Lords at the

Wilten

The
not

pac

Lacrosse

1

Sophomore goalie Chris Alpaugh made 15 saves against Michigan State in a
victory for the Lords. Alpaugh now leads all conference goalies with 136 saves.
Junior Jeff Alpaugh scored 2 goals against the Spartans, including the
tally in overtime. Alpaugh now has 10 goals on the year.

7--
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game-winnir- .;
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Tennis

mis
mis

The entire Lords team, which is on an

eight-matc-

shutouts.
The entire Ladies team, which is now 14-- 1
NCAA's for the second year in a row.

h

win streak, including six

straigh:

Bui
hov

in

dual matches and

will earn its way to

thf

hea

K

Track and Field

Pail
Kit

Senior William Brecher turned in an outstanding performance for the Lords
Muskingum College Invitational last Saturday.

Junior Anne Powell set a personal best
Baldwin-Wallac- e
Invitational.

in the discus with a

throw of 91'6"
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Tennis Teams Hit Stride Heading into Conferences
By

Stacey Seesholtz

nunc

The kenyon l ords and Ladies tennis teams
both in prime form at this point in their
casons as they eaeh own a win streak respec- -

Lre

ely.

The "Lords of the courts" encountered and
of three opponents durine the past
.eek of competition. The final tally on the
.orecard read
with Siena Heights Col-IcOhio Wesleyan University, and Witten- iur. university ending up on the osinc ends.
Th&e. three shutouts are nothing new to the
Lcds as they have run their streak to six con- tive bageled foes.
TFis fine week's record was inspired by the
.u.nber one doubles team of junior Bob
abel and freshman Will Lyon w ho pushed
.eir cumulative record to
The winning
jubles combination at the second position
insisted of seniors Steve Ozcomert and
like Sanders who were successful in raising
eir record to 3 on the season, while the
phomore combo of Tim Staley and Adam
ladsworth only played in two doubles mat--e- s
and are now 12-Individually Wadsworth and Zabel step-.to the front and maintained their records
ith outstanding play. Wadsworth who not-;e- d
three wins on the week felt, "That even
ough
am leading the team in individual
ns (19-3that is not where my focus is.
Head Coach Scott Thielke still perceives
e team's quest to qualify for nationals as an
jiside possibility. "As a team, first we must
;t past Denison in order to win conference."
n the lighter side, Thielke feels that if these
.lories are achieved their next strategical
imposed

9--

'

0,

e,

13--

3.

9--

5.

d

1

),

is "hopin
The Ladies team is enjoying the sweet
spoils of success as they raised their record to
overall and
in the North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC). This week included victories over Wittenburg University
and Trenton State College
The women's defeat of 8th ranked Trenton
was especially crucial as the Ladies sought to
maintain their NCAA Division III 4th place
ranking. Coach Theilke referred to their
roadtrip to New York as simply a "great
weekend."
At second singles junior Clara Campbell
turned in a stellar performance as she won
both of her matches, including one over
Trenton's Amy Dancer, a top fifteen player.
Campbell wasn't finished with Trenton yet,
as she came back to combine with classmate
Julie Kipka to stun a Trenton team who was
ranked first in the Eastern Region.
14-- 1

4-- 0

--

(8-1- ),

(6-3- ).

Also taking no mercy on their opponents,
junior Grace Gardner, and sophomore Cindy
Smith, swept two wins apiece from Trenton
without losing a set. Gardner attributes her
improved play this season to "an attitude of
determination as a result of the team's goal to
qualify for Nationals." The matches against
Trenton Gardner felt "showcased the team's
ability to win under pressure and unified our
attitude." Senior Lynn Schneebeck also grabbed a piece of the weekend's pie as she teamed with Gardner to win a pair of doubles

'-

-

condition of the Reid Park course did
help the Lords' cause. Referring to the
ird fairways, Fiedor complained: "1 gel
ore action at Kenyon than I could get on
e damn ball!" Let me tell ya' folks, those
rust have been very hard fairways. Also, in
freak accident, after going under through
e first eight holes, Tom Lah's shirt collar
explicably tightened around his neck-- and
The

H

1

,

doubles team of Julie Kipka and Clara
Campbell says Thielke could qualify as individuals, as the team looks to qualify for a

The Kenyon men's Rugby team ended a
season with a strong yet sensitive
lowing in the Teapot Dome Rugby Tourna- pent on Saturday. Competing against a
ideally acclaimed field of eight teams, the
:egers tallied a respectable record of
(he win was the first of the season and served
otice to the rugby world that Kenyon will be
:ack next year with a vengeance.
The first game of the tournament was
aainst the eventual tournament winner,
indlay. In a tough, scrappy, defensive
"We did well con- iame, Kenyon fell 18-derine we didn't have Wrinn," freshman
f ayde Grinstead noted. Steve Wrinn, the
Jlky prop with the appetite for winning,
he was
hissed the first game because
ellar

1--

2.

0.

By Prise

pistakenly left behind that morning. Nate
iuffum and Scott Walters took up the slack,
. l
I
t
bwever, with their spirited nusue anu
ealthy attitudes.
Kenyon bounced back from the loss with a
victory over
Wittenburg. Ted Taggert showed his
talent and ferocious instincts, scor-)- g
his first try to put Kenyon on top. Nate
Iuffum secured the victory with his deadly
eking game. "They had cooler uniforms but

ail-bitin-

g,

come-from-behi-

nd

for-lidab-

le

9.

out-thinki-

i

I

la Perotti

"The competition was as stiff as the wind,"
said Coach Duane Gomez about the men's
and women's track meet on Saturday. Boy,
was it a windy one!
The women's team; with only eleven participants, managed to chuck in a few field
Invitational.
points at the Baldwin-Wallac- e
And the men's team placed fourth out of five
teams at Muskingum College.

we played all right," freshman Tiel Arnot
stated. When the dust cleared, Kenyon had
secured their first victory of the season, 12-The final game pitted Kenyon against an
experienced Sandusky squad. Both teams
were feeling the effects of the previous two
games, but the level of play remained astoun-dingl- y
high. Cheered on by spectator Jerry
McEntee, Kenyon stayed close in the first
half. In the second half, however, Sandusky's
sage experience defeated Kenyon's youthful
exhuberance. "We sure did our darndest to
get that there trophy, but I guess tryin' ain't
enough," sophomore Chris Mayer remarked.
The real victory came in the party which
followed the tournament. Upholding a long
tradition, Kenyon emerged victorious in
the other teams.
and
Chris Mayer and bearded Mike astounded
Wooster with an orthodox chug while Dave
Huertas made friends.
The men's rugby team looks forward to
next season with much of the squad returning. "It's a fine bunch of men, aggressive but
not overbearing, who don't mind being themout-drinki-

-

d

second consecutive year. The next obstacle
for Kenyon's netters is Saturday's road trip to
conference opponent Allegheny on Saturday.

Track Runs into Stiff Competition

could not be loosened until after his 9 over
81. When asked about the shirts, coach Bill
Brown had no comment.
However, the golf team has had a season
to be proud of. It outperformed top ten Division III schools more than once, and earned
the respect of its NCAC foes. With half the
starting lineup returning next year, and super
sophomore Peter Parrish coming back from
a knee injury, the Lords will be a force to be
reckoned with for many years to come.

Rugby Reigns in Teapot Tourney
By James Ratchford

A-

Senior Sieve Ozcomeri returns a forehand shot against his Ohio H'eslyan opponent last Wednesday. The
Lords blanked the Battling Bishops in the meet.

matches.
As for the rest of the Women's season,
Theilke is lookint to conquer Denison, win
conference and focus on Nationals. The

k)lf
i tinned from puge six
nd day, after missing a birdie putt, Fiedor
grily cast his glasses into a nearby lake.

-,

ng

ng

selves," sophomore Tad Troilo stated.
Despite lack of discipline, the men's rugby
team overcomes with enthusiasm and poetry.
Freshman Greg Hill sums up the team's attitude, saying "I'm looking forward to this
summer; I'll be in Cleveland bussing tables."

Although neither the Lords nor the Ladies
team placed high there were some decent performances by certain individual members.
The womens meet was highlighted by
Stasha Wyskiel's winning javeline throw of
268" and her fourth place shotput throw of
357". Neither throw was Wyskiel's best, but
her shotput throw bettered her last week's
throw by a foot.
Anne "Rocker" Powell PRed by five feet in
her fifth place discus throw of 91'6".
Tawny Stecker was jamming in the 200
meter run until she encountered a hurdle in
her path. But she ever so gracefully darted
around the hurdle and just kept going.
On the comeback, Karen Adams ran the
400 meter run in 65.9, just missing conference cuts by 910s of a second. By next
week Adams hopes to be fully recovered
from her injury to qualify for conference.
As for the men's team, Mark Speer just
missed national cuts for the high jump, but
still brought home another first place with a
jump of 6'8". Speer also placed second in the
110 meter high hurdles with a time of 15.1
seconds.
Another humdinger was Scott McKissock's
fourth place in the steeplechase which
qualified him for conference by 810s of a se-

about 20 feet shorter than last week's throw,
but still managed to place first by 18 feet.
Also placing in the field was John
Hanacek, who long jumped 21'0" to a fifth
place spot. In the triple jump Ken Cole
bound his way into a fifth place jump of
42'1!. Hanacek and Cole were also on the
third place 1600 meter relay team accompanied by Speer and Mark Day.
The next meet will be held at Denison this
Saturday, yes, the dedicated athletes will miss
Summer Send Off for the love of their
school, and conference will be in two weeks.
Stay tuned.

NOTES

1

cond.
Jeff Katowitz

threw

the javelin

196'3"

In the final of the 1st annual Squash
Club Tournament, freshman
Will
Lyon defeated junior Jeff Alpaugh by
scores of
10-1-

5,

15-1-

2,

15-1-

0,

15-1-

1.

final, team Bill
was shut down by Pure Power. The
victors, who were led by controversial
players from the NCAC
champion team, won by scores of 9
and
In the IM Volleyball

all-confere-

nce

15--

15-1-

1.

The Sailing Club traveled to Cincinnati
two weeks ago to compete in the
Xavier Regatta. The sailors finished
2nd out of a field of 5 other Division I
schools. Top finishers for Kenyon included a 3rd place finish for Don
Dowd and Pieter Wernick in the A
Div. of the FJ Class. In the B Div.
John Faus and Tom Parker placed
2nd. In the Lazer Class A Div. Dowd
finished 2nd, while in the B Div.
Parker took 3rd.
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Beltaine
continued from page one
around a fire, traditionally ranging from
jumping through the flames to driving one's
cattle through the smoke. Important in the
celebration is the wicker man burnt during
the night, which ". . . traditionally consists of
stuffing the frame with livestock. Mind you,"
Simpson notes, "we consider this hopelessly
barbaric and beyond our budget."
The wicker man this year will be stuffed
full of papers, generally with things written
on them that one desires to get rid of. "It's
very satisfying," he stated.
The events will culminate at dawn on May
with a dance around the May Pole. The
pole will be decorated with ribbons and
flowers, and the dancers, by weaving in and
out of each other, will ideally create a crisscross pattern with them.
"We don't intend to force anything on anybody," Simpson concluded, "and we welcome any faith."
1

While generally not celebrated in the
United States, Beltaine is the calendar opposite of Halloween. Beltaine is celebrated in
most European countries as some form of
holiday, and as May Day in the USSR.

systematically," he said.
Additional projects in the works include a
meeting of representatives of the admissions
office at the College with counselors from the
middle and high schools; the creation of extra performances of plays and dance programs for Mount Vernon students; a demonstration of Kenyon's approach to language
instruction; and the creation of an inventory
of needs on the part of Mount Vernon
teachers specifically for Kenyon student
assistants.
"We believe there are things that teachers
at the college level can learn from teachers
who are working with younger students,
pedagogically, and in seeing what's coming,"
said Jordan.

Added Hoppe, "Having the good
the school system is a good start."

will

of

Luce Professorship
page one
continued from

orado, Bennington College, and the Yale
University of Drama, as well as others. He
has contributed to many magazines including
the Partisian Review, the New York Review
of Books, the Hudson Review , Playboy, and
the New Republic. He has been the editor of
Arts Magazine, an art critic for The Nation,
the Cultural Editor for the New York Times,
and currently acts as a news editor and art

Ransom
continued from page one

the age of eighty-six- .
The first incumbent of the Ransom Chair
will be Galbraith M. Crump, currently professor of English at the College and an editor
of the Kenyon Review. A member of the
Kenyo.n faculty since 1965, he is a specialist in
in 1974 at

Shakespearean and seventeenth-centur- y
English literature. He is a graduate of
Hamilton College with a master's degree
from Reading University and a doctoral
degree from Oxford University.
The many publications Crump has written
or edited include The Mystical Design of
Paradise Lost (Bucknell University Press,
1975) and Approaches to Teaching Milton's
Paradise Lost (Modern Language Association of America, 1986). His other books are
The Poems and Translations of Thomas
Stanley (Oxford University Press, 1962),
Poems on Affairs of State: Augustan
4
(Yale University
Satirical Verse,
1660-171-

1968), and Twentieth-Centurpretations of Samson Agonistes
Press

y

Inter(Prentice-Hal-

l,

1968).

Crump has served as a
of the Kenyon Review since 1983, a position he will
co-edit-

or

relinquish this summer. The magazine, which

features

criticism,

fiction,

poetry,

and

reviews, has an international readership.
The Ransom Chair is the fourth to be
funded at the College through the Campaign
g
$35 million
for Kenyon, a
effort which runs through June 1989.
five-yea- r,

fund-raisin-

Lacrosse
continued from page six
Senior
this year, Jim Bancroft
was one of the most quiet members of the
team. His leadership qualities were always
there: usually the first guy in the locker
room, the first done with his sprints after
practice, and said just a few words after each
practice, to remind the team to keep a clear
focus on the goals for the season. In short, he
led by example.
Although he didn't play as much or lead
the team by making motivational speeches,
Dave Sobel was a team favorite. He usually
did something in practice that made everyone
yell, "Sooooobelll!" Off the field or on, he
was one of the nicest guys one will ever meet.
Throw in the word "friendly", too Maybe it's
co-capta-

dents looking at Kenyon that, again, Ke:
is receptive to their needs and desires. T
not to suggest that a director assume
responsibility for developing an
community at Kenyon. We cannot overs.:;
that what we have before us is a corrnv
and an individual task of extreme ininteg-;;.- -

--

stance.

On the level of the faculty, it is im;r:
to address a problem which often mi-- .
itself insidiously: stereotyping. It is ;
tant to understand that stereotyping o; .: ;
differing and varying levels of subtler
all racism appears in the form of ??
federate flag or in an "Archie Bunke;"r,
vincial mentality. In overcoming all ste
types we will be enhancing our
Experiencing others through stereo
is a denial of their individuality and limit; i
diversity of personalities a thriving comir..
ty, particularly an academic cornmur
needs. With black students at Kenyon,
essential to take the time to draw out the j
potential of the student. Do not assume:
he or she is a helpless urbanite. Do ::
assume that if he or she is behind in world
the work being turned in is deficient, thai
student has a learning problem. Perhaps :
or she is taking advantage of ignorance
stereotyping, content to just get by. Wha
important here is to never assume. (This i:J
plies to students and administrators asue
Finally, we turn to students themselves. A
with all change, overcoming racism at Ke;
yon will only effectively occur if indi.iJ.;
students actively participate in these effor.;
Rack
This begins with
a cultural illness, one our society suffers ft::
greatly. Yet with all viruses, it manifests b- most poignantly in individual actions. T J
we must ask: "How do I treat people? V
do I do?" Racism is not simply a world p:
lem, it is an individual problem as
Moreover, it is our problem.
i

N

comm.-life-

.

--

;:

:

i-

self-examinati-

-

on.

critic for that publication.
The final candidate is May Stevens, on:
whose exhibitions appeared here in the
Gallery recently. She has had over a t
dred others appear in such places as
Museum of Modern Art in New York, a;
Royal Festival Hall in London, and at
C

United Nations International Conference
Women in Nairobi, Kenya. The titles of s
of her exhibitions are "Made in the U.S.1.
Art from the 50's and 60's," and "Con
Crisis, Urban Images of the 80's." The n
tional Endowment for the Arts awarded n:
grant for painting in 1983, and shehasree
ed numerous other awards.
These candidates will be visiting Kenyon
stay for a few days and will each present
public lecture. There will be a reception a:4
the lectures for interested students to
the candidates.
Other colleges with currently active Li
Professorships include Amherst Colk;1
Harvard, Duke, and Wesleyan UniversitiS,
m-w-

ith

in

tt
that word that best describes him. The
member isn't a senior, or even a player,
to the players this year and they
quick to point out that he was a very bit
tor in the success of the program this

t-tal-

Mount Vernon
continued from page one
The exchange of information both scholarly and utilitarian is another goal of the
committee. An informal network already exthe
ists. Jane Rutkoff, director of
n
program, points
College's
out that when she hears of grant possibilities
for elementary and secondary school teachers, she routinely passes the word along.
But until the joint policy committee was
formed last fall, the relationship between
Kenyon and the public school system was
by scattered invitations.
characterized
Richard B. Hoppe, associate professor of
psychology at the College and a member of
the committee, notes that while individuals in
the public school system and at Kenyon have
been pooling resources for years, there has
been no umbrella under which to shelter all
the overtures.
"It will be useful to do it somewhat more

or formerly at Kenyon could make similar efforts.) Recall our ultimate goal of an integrated community. This begins, for both
black and white students at the level of active
recruitment. Kenyon is not alone in its efforts
to attract and enroll an increased black
population. Nearly every college in the country with a low minority rate is seeking to
overcome this deficiency. Kenyon must make
it clear, as they try to do with all perspective
students, that Kenyon is a place which will
nurture their personal growth.
It is not enough, however, to simply bring
more black students to Kenyon. If our goal is
an integrated community, we can not be
satisfied with a larger, yet separate community. This would further no one's education.
Thus our campus must work diligently to be
more receptive to blacks, and all minorities as
a whole. We would like to make a few suggestions on how this could begin improving.
Beyond increasing our black student population, we must also strive to increase our
black faculty and administration population.
This is necessary for three reasons. Most importantly, it will begin to educate our campus
at the level of the administration and faculty
as well as the student body. Secondly, it will
provide Kenyon students of all backgrounds
with positive black role models thus beginning to undermine foolish and ignorant
stereotypes (which, as we shall see, are not
always blatant, dramatic, or
Finally, with a greater black population at
the level of administration and faculty, black
students will most likely find Kenyon a more
desirable college.
A second option we perceive as important
is the appointment of a director of minority
affairs. Black and other minority students
undergo different pressures when at Kenyon
than do other students. A director of minority affairs would serve to help meet these
needs as well as communicate to those stu- -

k

ly, black populations. We must reinforce that
Kenyon does accept several students on
potential who have not had the previous
academic success other students have. An important point must be made here. All
students at Kenyon upon entrance are
measured on potential, grades and SAT's being only partial, though significant, factors.
To speak in numbers, we see as a reasonable
goal across the next two years an average of
45 applications by black students wth 15
enrollments. There is not, and never should
be, a final goal. We see no reason to object to
Kenyon's directing its recruiting efforts regarding black students along these lines.
Admissions alone must not be saddled with
the problem of recruiting blacks and making
Kenyon a receptive environment for them. It
is our problem as a community, and thus increasing black presence on campus is likewise
a community problem. We also see professors as having the power to contribute to
these efforts. It seems reasonable to us to
suggest that if a professor is going to be in an
area in which Kenyon is recruiting black
students, that some contact be made between
the professor and the student(s) in question.
Moreover, on a general level, professors
could participate more actively in the recruitment of black students through phone calls,
letters, etc. The point is: let black students
know that all of Kenyon wants them here!
(Students, and not just black ones currently

S

ye-Assist-

continued from page three
women.
Obviously, the first place to take our case
is to the admissions office. (As we will show,
however, it is a campus wide issue, a problem
which rests in the hands of all students, faculty, and administrators.) Kenyon loses many
top black students, even at the level of
deciding whether or not to apply, to our competition. Reasons for this have been discussed. All colleges seek a diverse population;
this moves beyond the important diversities
of race. In seeking to keep Kenyon diverse,
many students are accepted on potential. In
short, students less academically qualified are
accepted on the grounds of a potential
witnessed in them by the admissions committees. We are advocating that highly concentrated black recruitment be conducted at this
level. This may seem to be expressing opinions we do not hold. Let us clarify.
First of all, we are not suggesting, in any
way, that all black students are at this level of
academic proficiency upon graduating high
school. This is simply not the case. Secondly,
nor are all blacks who are presently, and ever
will be, at Kenyon necessarily on this level.
This is also obviously false. We are suggesting that if Kenyon truly desires to increase its black student, and for that matter
black faculty, population, its initial efforts
will be most effective at this level. And for an
obvious reason: top black students are seeking out colleges with significant, if not entire- -

ant

coach Dave Burday set the te:
for the team this year. From the beginni'-thseason, he constantly reminded Ker
that he wanted the opponents to s
H;
"Oh
, we have to go play Kenyon."
and
motivation,
stilled the defense with
younger players, skills to match. If it
through his demonstrations, then it
choice use of explictives that
defense going.
e
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